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JUBILEE CHALLENGE 2016
Who’s up first? Lisa at 4:30am, followed by Alexander who kindly put the chairs out for breakfast. Some birds are
singing and there is a sense of tranquillity. At 5am exactly, the theme from Chariots of Fire wakes up the whole
camp site. The smell of cooked breakfast wafts around the campsite. At 7am we gather in a huddle for a team
talk. Rucksacks are ready with snack packs and drinks. And then at 7:30 am we are off!! Only 7 ½ miles to go! We
are one of 38 schools taking part in the Jubilee Challenge.

The first half of the route is hilly - up hilly!! There’s a stream - we can’t go over it, we can’t go under it, we can’t
go around it, we will have to go through it! We get to the last check point and then have the final walk to the
finish line. The crowds are cheering us on and everyone is smiling. There is a huge sense of achievement- we did
it!

We are incredibly proud of all the students who took part – well done! A special thank you to the fantastic staff
who gave up their weekends to join in the Jubilee Challenge. A lovely weekend for us all!
Lisa Parker

CITIZEN OF THE MONTH
APRIL – THOMAS

Thomas won the
award for travelling
independently on the
bus.

MAY - ALEXANDER

Alexander won the
award for using good
thinking skills when he
realised he was on the
wrong bus.

Celebrating our Achievements

Owen from Sage class produced
this fantastic piece of work
when we talked about our
hobbies and interests. Well
done Owen!
Kat Edy
Sage Class

NSPCC BIG BOARD GAME DAY
This year we are celebrating NSPCC Big Board Game day on Thursday 26th May 2016. We are
inviting students and staff to pay £1 to bring in their favourite board game to play in school
with friends or to dress up as a favourite board game character. As well as practising our
numeracy and literacy skills we will be having lots of fun and all money raised will go to the
NSPCC to support their work with vulnerable children. Look out for more information on this
fun event coming soon!
Marian Lovell
Mint Class

SOUTH GLOUCESTERSHIRE COUNCIL PRIDE AWARD
We are proud to announce that Bryan our Cleaning Supervisor won the Pride Award
for Customer Care. We nominated Bryan for his cheerfulness and reliability and in
recognition for going the extra mile, especially when the school flooded. His actions
enabled children to get back in their classrooms with minimal disruption.
Congratulations and thank you Bryan.
Lisa Parker

CAN YOU HELP?
We are looking for someone to look after our precious stick insects, Spike and baby stump
(plus eggs) over the half term break. They don’t ask for much, just that they are sprayed
with water daily and given some new brambles – if they are good! If you are interested,
please contact me via the school office. Thank you.
Sarah Graham
Sorrel Tutor Group

This year’s Leaver’s Prom will be held at the Miners Club in Coalpit Heath on
Wednesday 6th July. Further details will be given in future newsletters.

In-Service Training Days
Leaver’s Prom

27th May 2016
6th July, Coalpit Heath Miners Club

